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A new method to reconstruct the three-dimensional (3D) refractive index or temperature of a 

specimen with limited viewing confocal holography is presented here. Scanning is restricted to a 

single viewpoint window with a scan angle that is limited to the cone angle of the probe beam 

within the specimen. Tomographic reconstruction typically uses a 160° to 360° scan angle with 

small angle increments for low reconstruction error. The confocal holography microscope does not 

allow rotations of the specimen or the microscope optics which restricts the scan angle to 28° for 

reconstruction. Scanning by translating the focal point of the probe beam within the specimen along 

the optical propagation axis produces a singular non-invertible reconstruction matrix. Increasing the 

number of scan positions within the specimen produces redundant data and an ill-conditioned 

reconstruction matrix with excessive reconstruction error. The reconstruction problem is overcome 

by combining a particular scanning geometry with boundary conditions. The volume of the 

specimen is scanned by translating the focal point of the probe beam in xyz-directions within the 

specimen. The specimen is a BK7 refractive index matching liquid in a 5x5x45mm fluid-cell 

cuvette. The boundary conditions are defined by the temperatures along the side walls of the fluid-

cell. The novel reconstruction algorithm is called “wily” because the sparse reconstruction matrix 

contains not a single non-zero diagonal element and yet it is well conditioned for inversion. 

Negligible reconstruction error is important to improve the accuracy of the microscope since it is 

sensitive to minute phase-shifts or fringe translations in holograms.  

The confocal holography microscope was originally designed to non-intrusively measure the 

three-dimensional temperature and composition of transparent solids and fluids [1]. An object beam 

that propagates through the specimen is combined with a reference beam to form a hologram. The 

fringes in the hologram translate as a phase-shift in response to a change in temperature or 

composition. Both temperature and composition can be determined from the index-of-refraction [2]. 

Refractive index information is contained within the scanned holograms. A convergent beam for a 

single scan position is shown in Fig 1 where a small sphere is positioned at the focal point and 

another sphere that partially intercepts the central rays is positioned off to the side. The difference in 

information between the two positions is detected in the holograms. The simulated hologram of Fig 

2 shows the phase shifts of the fringes for a high refractive index sphere centered at the focal point 

of the convergent beam. Fig 3 shows the fringe shift pattern for the sphere that is off to the side 

from the focal point of the convergent beam. The horizontal lines are due to the wave interference 

of the overlapping beams outside the sphere region. A cone beam angle of 28º is seen in Fig 1 for a 

single scan position and in Fig 4 for multiple scan positions.  

Applying standard methods of limited viewing tomography produces an unacceptable index 

reconstruction error of 10
-3

. Small increases in cone angle will not sufficiently reduce this 

reconstruction error when using a single observation window. The “wily” matrix is generated from 

the propagation of the marginal rays through a 6-row x 8-column grid where the top and bottom 

rows are boundary conditions as shown in Fig 4. The “wily” algorithm uses the marginal rays of the 

convergent beam for each scan position through the specimen. Translational scanning of the beam is 

along the 1−i  and 1+i  positions and step-wise down the optical propagation axis. The scan 

position for each of the marginal rays within the grid produces a 32x32 path length matrix. Every 
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ray has an Optical Path Length (OPL) through the specimen which produces a phase-shift within the 

hologram. The hologram contains refractive index information in the form of a Radon line integral 

or the cumulative OPL for any ray within the beam. The optical path length is defined by 

objBCOPLnwilyOPL φλ
vv
⋅=+×= ][  which is equal to the wavelength times the phase-shift vector. 

The “wily” matrix is a function of geometric path length which is inverted to produce the internal 

index-of-refraction. The scanning geometry and computational domain grid-mesh space affects the 

linear independence of the line integral equations which constitute the cumulative refractive index 

times the path length through the specimen region. The “wily” matrix reconstruction method 

produces an RMS refractive index error less than 10
-5

 which was recently achieved. A centered 

point source heater in a fluid-cell produces a negative Gaussian refractive index profile as shown in 

Fig 5. Applying the “wily” algorithm to this heated specimen produces a very low refractive index 

reconstruction error such that an accurate internal temperature profile can be determined for our 

experiments. There are many applications for the “wily” algorithm which can be applied to 

stationary specimens or rotational scanning limitations.  
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Figure 1. Focusing Beam onto 

High Refractive Index Sphere 

at and away from Focal Point 

Figure 4. Scanned Rays through 

Fluid-Cell 6x8 grid-mesh 

 Figure 3. Fringe Shift 

for Sphere away from 

Focal Point 
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Figure 2. Fringe

Shift for Sphere 

at Focal Point  
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Figure 5. Gaussian Refractive 

Index Profile through Fluid-Cel
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